Orange and Green A Tale of the Boyne and Limerick

The time seemed long, when on a suddint I heard the sodgers sing out, and then fire, and set
out to run. I never doubted it was you, and so off I went behindt them, as hard as I could tare. I
wasnt long in coming up to them, and at first I thought ye would get clean away. Then my
heart fell, when I saw those villains attempt to seize ye, but, when I thought it was all over, ye
turned sharp off and made for the river. I was with the first of them to get there, and I ran,
accidental, against the first sodger who got his musket to his shoulder, and there was no saying
where the ball went to. He cursed me for a clumsy baste, and would have knocked me down,
but he was in too great a hurry to load again.
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